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RioJuvenation System by RioBlush
a revolutionary advance in dermatology
Our skin changes over time, losing
its youthful look and giving way to
wrinkles, laxity, cellulite and stretch
marks. RioBlush’s CO2 RioJuvenation
system is a safe, minimally invasive,
clinically proven method to rejuvenate,
restore and recondition the skin.
Results can be rapid and dramatic.
The treatment has no downtime and
a single session can take between
fifteen minutes and an hour. A simple
and safe procedure for beautiful,
younger looking skin.
How it works
As we age, subcutaneous capillaries become dormant,
decreasing circulation and depriving cells of oxygen; this,
combined with environmental stresses and other variables,
inhibits the ability of cells to regenerate and function properly.
RioBlush’s RioJuvenation System infuses CO2 just beneath
the skin’s surface; the body interprets this as an oxygen
deficit and responds by increasing the flow of blood.
This provides a surge of oxygen and nutrients to the treated
area and improves circulation, resulting in cell restoration.

Is RioJuvenation right for you?
•
•
•
•
•

RioJuvenation dramatically:
fades stretch marks
diminishes cellulite
tightens loose skin
brightens and firms the eye contour

How many sessions before I see
an improvement?

Before

Most people observe improvement after the first treatment,
though it usually takes up to one month for the body to properly
react to the process. More pronounced and long-lasting results
are observed after 4 to 12 treatments, by which time the skin
shows clear signs of healthy rejuvenation.

Is the treatment painful?
The treatment is completely natural. Some people may
experience some mild discomfort but most find it less
uncomfortable than electrolysis, laser, or waxing.

After 8 treatments

Is there any downtime?
RioJuventation is minimally invasive. There is no downtime.

How long do the benefits last?
RioBlush is a retro-aging treatment, but it does not arrest the
aging process; new cells will age naturally over time. At least
one-yearly cycle is recommended.
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Is carbon dioxide toxic?
No, carbon dioxide is a natural byproduct of the body and
not toxic.

After 6 treatments
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The Beauty of Science
Discover the RioBlush philosophy www.rioblush.com

RioBlush
RioJuvenation Procedure

“The biggest breakthrough in beauty therapy since Botox”
Daily Mail, UK
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“The Miracle Gas” Brazilian Vogue

“The results are really amazing, the length of the stretchmark is
considerably reduced and the white color has disappeared.”
Votre Beauté Magazine, France

A.

“I am proud to have conducted the first clinical studies using CO2 gas
injections to treat stretch marks. Our center has found this therapy to
be the best option currently available to treat this condition.”
Professor Carlos Antonio Abramo M.D., Ph.D, São Paolo,
Brazil.
“ Everyone is asking what I’ve done to make my skin look so good.”
Kyra Panchenko, Make up artist, Sex & the City.

B.

“ I tell all my models to try a little RioJuvenation.”
Rie Omoto, Make up Artist, Editorial Contributor,
In Style Magazine, Vogue.
“ The skin around my eyes looks firmer and brighter.”
Leora Barish, Screenwriter, Desperately Seeking Susan.
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Circulation and collagen production
are stimulated
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